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Abstract
Let X be a Tychonoff space, H(X) the group of all self-homeomorphisms of X and e : (f, x) ∈ H(X) × X → f (x) ∈ X the
evaluation function. Call an admissible group topology on H(X) any topological group topology on H(X) that makes the evaluation
function a group action. Denote by LH (X) the upper-semilattice of all admissible group topologies on H(X) ordered by the
usual inclusion. We show that if X is a product of zero-dimensional spaces each satisfying the property: any two non-empty
clopen subspaces are homeomorphic, then LH (X) is a complete lattice. Its minimum coincides with the clopen–open topology
and with the topology of uniform convergence determined by a T2-compactification of X to which every self-homeomorphism
of X continuously extends. Besides, since the left, the right and the two-sided uniformities are non-Archimedean, the minimum
is also zero-dimensional. As a corollary, if X is a zero-dimensional metrizable space of diversity one, such as for instance the
rationals, the irrationals, the Baire spaces, then LH (X) admits as minimum the closed–open topology induced by the Stone– ˇCech-
compactification of X which, in the case, agrees with the Freudenthal compactification of X.
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0. Introduction
Let X be a Tychonoff space, H(X) the group of all self-homeomorphisms of X with the usual composition and
e : (f, x) ∈ H(X) × X → f (x) ∈ X the evaluation function. Call a group topology on H(X) any topology on H(X)
providing continuity of the group operations. Call admissible any topology on H(X) providing the continuity of the
evaluation function. Any admissible group topology on H(X) makes the evaluation function a group action of H(X)
on X. Denote by LH (X) the upper-semilattice of all admissible group topologies on H(X) ordered by the usual
inclusion. The existence of the minimum in LH (X) for non-compact spaces X goes back to R. Arens [2]. He proved
that if X is locally compact T2, then the g-topology, which is generated by the collection of all sets of the form:
[C,W ] = {f ∈ H(X): f (C) ⊂ W},
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compact spaces the author proved the same result for rim-compact, T2 locally connected spaces and for the space Q
of the rationals equipped with the euclidean topology [5]. This paper is a step in the direction of extending the Arens’
result to a larger class of rim-compact zero-dimensional spaces. Following the rational trace, we focus on the class
of zero-dimensional spaces satisfying the property: (∗) any two non-empty clopen subspaces are homeomorphic and
their products. All zero-dimensional spaces of diversity one [9], and all compact zero-dimensional spaces of diversity
two [8] are of this kind. Among them we recognize as leaders the rationals, the irrationals, the Baire spaces, and the
Cantor discontinuum. Implicitely due to Birkhoff, a natural method of producing admissible group topologies by using
nice T2-compactifications works efficiently. We say that a T2-compactification γ (X) of X has the lifting property if
every self-homeomorphism of X continuously extends to γ (X). Whenever γ (X) is a T2-compactification of X with
the lifting property, the homeomorphism group H(X) embeds as subgroup in H(γ (X)) equipped with the compact-
open topology. Thus, the induced topology, that is, the topology of uniform convergence determined by the unique
totally bounded uniformity associated with γ (X), is an admissible group topology (see [2,5] for further details). In all
known results the minimum in LH (X) has been achieved in this way. Note that this topology may be viewed also as a
set-open topology. Accordingly, the zero-dimensional case requires the search of clopen–open topologies induced by
T2-compactifications of X with the lifting property. This approach requires a selection of nice bases of clopen sets in
X that make the match. We show that if X =∏i∈I Xi is a product of zero-dimensional spaces each of which satisfies
the property: any two non-empty clopen subspaces are homeomorphic, then LH (X) is a complete lattice. Its minimum
can be described as a clopen–open topology induced by a T2-compactification of X with the lifting property. Besides,
since the left, the right and the two-sided uniformities are all non-Archimedean, the minimum is also zero-dimensional.
As a corollary, if X is a zero-dimensional space in which any two non-empty clopen subspaces are homeomorphic,
the minimum is achieved from the clopen–open topology that is induced by the Freudenthal compactification of X. As
a further corollary, if X is a zero-dimensional metrizable space of diversity one, then LH (X) admits as its minimum
the closed–open topology which is induced by the Stone– ˇCech-compactification of X that, in the case, coincides with
the Freudenthal compactification of X. First we explore the class of bases of clopen sets in X to select the ones that
determine a clopen–open topology that is an admissible group topology induced by a T2-compactification of X with
the lifting property. The bases of clopen sets of X closed under complements and invariant under homeomorphisms
of X emerge as the right tool.
1. Sketch
We start from giving some background in the general case and then focus on the minimality in the zero-dimensional
case. In the sequel we will refer for definitions and terminology to [1,3,6,10].
• Topologies on H(X) providing continuity of the evaluation function e : (f, x) ∈ H(X)×X → f (x) ∈ X are called
admissible.
• Topologies on H(X) compatible with the group operations are called group topologies.
• Of course, every admissible group topology on H(X) makes the evaluation function a group action of H(X)
on X.
• For a Weil uniformizable space X, any topology of uniform convergence on H(X) is admissible and provides
continuity of the product at (i, i), where i is the identity function of X.
• For any compact T2-space X the compact-open topology on H(X) is an admissible group topology on H(X)
having its two-sided uniformity complete [2].
Implicitely due to Birkhoff, a natural way to get admissible group topologies works efficiently. Say that a T2-
compactification γ (X) of X has the lifting property if every self-homeomorphism of X continuously extends to γ (X).
Whenever γ (X) is a T2-compactification of X with the lifting property, H(X) embeds as subgroup in H(γ (X))
equipped with the compact-open topology. Thus, the induced topology τγ (X), i.e. the topology of uniform convergence
determined by the unique totally bounded uniformity associated with γ (X), is an admissible group topology.
Recall that whenever X is a Tychonoff, locally compact T2, or rim-compact T2 space, every self-homeomorphism
of X extends to a self-homeomorphism of its Stone– ˇCech compactification βX, its one-point compactification X∞,
and its Freudenthal compactification F(X) respectively. In other words, when they exist, βX, X∞, F(X) are all
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their simple description as set-open topologies.
Recall that a set-open topology on H(X) admits as subbasic open sets the sets of the form:
[C,W ] = {f ∈ H(X): f (C) ⊂ W},
where C runs in a fixed collection of closed sets of X and W is open in X. When C runs over all closed sets in X,
we get the closed–open topology. When X is locally compact T2, τX∞ is the g-topology, when X is T4, τβ(X) is
just the closed–open topology, and finally when X is rim-compact T2, τF(X) is generated by all closed sets whose
boundaries are compact. It is easily seen that a set-open topology on H(X) generated by a collection of closed sets in
X containing the closures of all open sets in a base of X provides continuity of the evaluation function or, equivalently,
is admissible.
Let LH (X) stand for the set of all admissible group topologies on H(X) ordered by the usual inclusion. Since any
topology finer than an admissible one is in its turn admissible and the join of subsets of group topologies is again a
group topology, LH (X) is a complete upper-semilattice. Obviously, the discrete topology is in LH (X) and is indeed
the maximum. The existence in LH (X) of the minimum is equivalent to LH (X) being a complete lattice.
2. Zero-dimensional case and diversity
In [5] we proved that the homeomorphism group H(Q) of the rational numbers space Q equipped with the
euclidean topology admits as minimal admissible group topology the closed–open topology induced by the Stone–
ˇCech-compactification of Q, which, in the case, agrees with the Freudenthal compactification of Q. In trying to
extend a similar result to a larger class of zero-dimensional spaces we briefly review properties of some of their
T2-compactifications, and in particular of their Freudenthal compactifications.
A Tychonoff space X is zero-dimensional if it admits a base of clopen sets. A clopen set in X is a subset of X
that is at the same time closed and open. A zero-dimensional space is rim-compact. Because of that we summarize
some useful properties of rim-compact spaces. A space X is rim-compact if every point of X has arbitrarily small
neighborhoods whose boundaries are compact. Any rim-compact T2 space X admits T2-compactifications γ (X)
whose growth γ (X) − X is zero-dimensionally embedded in γ (X), i.e. every point in the growth γ (X) − X has
arbitrarily small neighborhoods whose boundaries lie in X. The Freudenthal compactification F(X) is the maxi-
mal T2-compactification of X whose growth F(X) − X is zero-dimensionally embedded in F(X). The Freudenthal
compactification can be also described as the completion of the totally bounded uniformity determined by the cov-
ering uniformity generated from all binary coverings {X − A,X − B}, where A and B are open sets with compact
boundaries. The Freudenthal compactification is the unique perfect T2-compactification in which the growth zero-
dimensionally embeds. A compactification γ (X) of a space X is called perfect if for each point x ∈ γ (X) − X and
each open neighborhood U of x in γ (X), the set U ∩ X is not a disjoint union of two open sets V and W such that
x ∈ Clγ (X)(V )∩Clγ (X)(W). Any homeomorphism between two rim-compact T2-spaces extends to a homeomorphism
between their Freudenthal compactifications. Hence, the Freudenthal compactification has the lifting property.
In the rational case, the proof strategy is based on the property: (∗) any two non-empty clopen subspaces are
homeomorphic. So we focus our attention on the class of spaces with this property and their products. This class
includes all zero-dimensional spaces of diversity one (or divine) and all compact zero-dimensional spaces of diversity
two (or semidivine), as introduced and investigated by Rajagopalan and Others [8,9]. An infinite Tychonoff space X
is of diversity one if any two non-empty open subspaces are homeomorphic, and is of diversity two if there exist two
classes of homeomorphism for the open non-empty subspaces of X. The rationals, the irrationals, the Baire spaces
are of diversity one by their topological characterizations. The Cantor discontinuum is of diversity two. In a compact
space of diversity two any two non-empty clopen subspaces are homeomorphic. No space of diversity one can be
compact or locally compact, connected or locally connected. Diversity one or two are not preserved under products.
Every space of diversity one is rich of homeomorphisms that move any point, since it can be expressed as countable
disjoint union of homeomorphic copies of itself. For further details see [8,9].
The following facts:
(a) If X is a rim-compact T2 space, then the closure in F(X) of any clopen subset of X is a clopen subset of F(X).
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of X, then there exists a clopen subset E of X such that C ⊂ E ⊂ A.
imply the subsequent results:
• The Freudenthal compactification of a zero-dimensional space is zero-dimensional.
• The Freudenthal compactification of any zero-dimensional space X is generated by the collection of all binary
coverings {E,X − E}, where E runs over all clopen subsets of X.
Moreover:
Proposition 2.1. If X is a zero-dimensional space, then the topology on H(X), τF(X), induced by the Freudenthal
compactification F(X) is the clopen–open topology.
Proof. The result comes from the description of τF(X) as the set-open topology generated by the collection of closed
subsets of X with compact boundaries and from the property (b). 
Proposition 2.2. If X has the property (∗), then so does F(X).
Proof. Any two disjoint non-empty clopen subsets of F(X) can be seen as the closures in F(X) of two disjoint non-
empty clopen subsets of X, E and F , and any homeomorphism h between E and F extends to a homeomorphism
between their closures in F(X). 
Theorem 2.3. If X is a zero-dimensional, non-locally compact space that satisfies the property (∗), then its Freuden-
thal compactification F(X) is the unique T2-compactification of X with the lifting property and zero-dimensional
growth.
Proof. Let γ (X) be a T2-compactification of X with zero-dimensional growth distinct from F(X). Choose a point xˆ
in γ (X) − X and three pairwise disjoint clopen sets A1,B1,A2 so that xˆ ∈ Clγ (X) A1 ∩ Clγ (X) B1, but xˆ /∈ Clγ (X) A2.
This can be done because γ (X) − X contains more than one point and γ (X) is not perfect. Then construct a self-
homeomorphism h of X by choosing first a homeomorphism g which identifies A1 with A2, and then glueing g and
its inverse with the identity on X − (A1 ∪ A2). The homeomorphism h does not continuously extend to xˆ. 
Recall that a Tychonoff space X is strongly zero-dimensional if any two non-empty disjoint zero-sets can be
separated by the empty set.
Proposition 2.4. If X is a strongly zero-dimensional, non-locally compact space that satisfies the property (∗),
then its Stone– ˇCech compactification β(X) is the unique perfect T2-compactification of X and also the unique T2-
compactification of X with the lifting property.
Proof. Whenever X is strongly zero-dimensional, its Stone– ˇCech compactification β(X) is zero-dimensional. Be-
cause of this, β(X) is the unique perfect T2-compactification of X. The further argument follows similarly to the
proof of Proposition 2.3. 
Theorem 2.5. If X is a zero-dimensional separable metrizable space of diversity one, then the closed–open topology
is not separable.
Proof. If this were not so, then a countable set {fn} in H(X) would be dense. But then {fn} would determine a
metrizable compactification γ (X) of X to which any fn would be continuously extendable [4]. Then each fn would
be uniformly continuous with respect to the uniformity Uγ induced on X by γ (X). Naturally, {fn} would be dense
also in the topology of uniform convergence induced by Uγ , which is weaker than the closed–open topology. This
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continuous with respect to Uγ , and so continuously extendable to γ (X), in contradiction to Proposition 2.4. 
3. Completeness of LH(X) in the zero-dimensional case
Suppose X is a zero-dimensional space. We call nice any base of clopen sets in X that is closed under complements
and invariant under homeomorphisms of X. Any base B of clopen sets embeds in the nice base {h(E): E ∈ B or
X − E ∈ B, h ∈ H(X)}, that is also the minimal nice base containing B. If B is a base of clopen sets, the minimal
nice base containing B is referred to as the nice closure of B.
Recall that a Weil uniformity is non-Archimedean when it admits a base of diagonal neighborhoods that are equiv-
alence relations in X. For further details see [7].
Proposition 3.6. Let X be a zero-dimensional space, B a nice base of X, τB the set-open topology determined by B.
Then the following holds:
• τB is an admissible group topology, i.e. τB ∈ LH (X).
• The left, the right and the two-sided uniformities associated with τB are all non-Archimedean.
• τB is the topology of uniform convergence induced by a T2-compactification of X with the lifting property.
Proof. Admissibility derives from the fact that B is a base of X. The invariance under homeomorphisms of B
yields as subbase for τB all sets [E,F ], where both E,F run in B. Because B is closed under complements,
[X − F,X − E] belongs to τB whenever [E,F ] does. But a homeomorphism h belongs to [E,F ] iff its inverse
h−1 belongs to [X − F,X − E]. The continuity of the inverse function follows. Now, let f,g ∈ H(X) and [E,F ] be
a τB-neighborhood of g ◦ f . Then [E,f (E)] is a τB-neighborhood of f , [f (E),F ] is a τB-neighborhood of g, and
if h ∈ [E,f (E)] and k ∈ [f (E),F ], then k ◦ h ∈ [E,F ], and the continuity of the product operation follows. Next,
the left uniformity associated with τB has as subbasic diagonal neighborhoods all sets of the form:
Eleft =
{
(f, g) ∈ H(X): f −1 ◦ g ∈ [E,E] ∩ [X − E,X − E]},
where E runs in B. Every Eleft contains the diagonal of X × X, is symmetric, and further Eleft ◦ Eleft coincides
with Eleft. Therefore, every Eleft is an equivalence relation in X. Hence the left uniformity is non-Archimedean. In
strict analogy with the left case, the same happens for the right and the two-sided uniformities. Finally, the collection
of all binary coverings {E,X − E}, where E runs in B, gives rise to a totally bounded Weil uniformity UB that
has as subbasic diagonal neighborhoods the sets DE = (E × E) ∪ (X − E × X − E). Every h ∈ H(X) is uniformly
continuous with respect to UB , and therefore extends to a homeomorphism of the uniform completion γB(X) of the
uniform space (X,UB) that is a T2-compactification of X, of course with the lifting property. Finally, since (h(x), x) ∈
DE for each x ∈ X is equivalent to h ∈ [E,E] ∩ [X − E,X − E], it follows that τB is the topology of uniform
convergence induced by γB(X). 
Corollary 3.7. Let X be a zero-dimensional space and B a nice base of X. Then the set-open topology τB determined
by B is zero-dimensional.
Proof. Any space that can be uniformized by a non-Archimedean uniformity is zero-dimensional [7]. 
Let {Xi : i ∈ I } be a family of zero-dimensional spaces in each of which any two non-empty clopen subspaces are
homeomorphic. Let X =∏i∈I Xi be equipped with the product topology. We call standard nice base for X the nice
closure of the standard clopen base generated by the subbasic clopen sets of the type Ej ×∏i 
=j Xi , where Ej runs
over all clopen sets in Xj and j in I . We refer to the clopen–open topology generated by the standard base as the
standard clopen–open topology.
Theorem 3.8. Let {Xi : i ∈ I } be a family of zero-dimensional spaces in each of which any two non-empty clopen
subspaces are homeomorphic. Let X =∏i∈I Xi be equipped with the product topology. Then LH (X) is a complete
lattice. The standard clopen–open topology is the minimum of LH (X).
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than the standard clopen–open topology. If it were not, we would find a net {fλ}λ∈Λ in H(X) convergent to the identity
f in Hτ but not in the standard clopen–open topology. Consequently, we could find a clopen set E in the standard
nice base of X and a cofinal subset Λ∗ in Λ so that fλ is outside of [E,E] whenever λ ∈ Λ∗. By the invariance of
the nice standard base under homeomorphisms of X, we may assume with no loss of generality that E is of the form
E = Ej × ∏i 
=j Xi , where Ej is clopen in Xj . If a point x were given in E, then the admissibility of Hτ would
imply continuity of the evaluation function at (f, x). That in turn would make it possible to select a Hτ -neighborhood
U of f and a standard clopen set E1 of the type Ei1 × · · · × Ein × Fj ×
∏
i 
=i1,...,in,j Xi containing x and strictly
contained in Ej ×∏i 
=j Xi , so that anytime g ∈ U and y ∈ E1, g(y) ∈ E, or, in other words, U ⊂ [E1,E]. Of course,
fλ ∈ [E1,E] eventually. So, for each λ ∈ Λ∗, fλ(Xj − Fj ×∏i 
=j Xi) should not intersect E, or for each λ ∈ Λ∗
and some r = 1, . . . , n, fλ(Xir − Eir × Fj ×
∏
i 
=ir ,j Xi) would not intersect E. This would allow us to extract from
Xj −Fj ×∏i 
=j Xi for each λ ∈ Λ∗ a point xλ so that fλ(xλ) /∈ Ej ×
∏
i 
=j Xi , or, if not, to select some r = 1, . . . , n
and extract from Xir − Eir × Fj ×
∏
i 
=ir ,j for each λ ∈ Λ∗ a point xλ so that again fλ(xλ) /∈ Ej ×
∏
i 
=j Xi . After
denoting Hir = Xir − Eir or Hir = Eir , r = 1, . . . , n, and Hj = Ej − Fj or Hj = Fj , by an inductive procedure we
could find a cofinal subset Λ∗∗ in Λ∗ so that xλ ∈ Hi1 ×· · ·×Hin ×Hj ×
∏
i 
=i1,...,in,j Xi whenever λ ∈ Λ∗∗. Next we
would proceed to construct a homeomorphism h of X by claiming h−1 ◦ fλ ◦ h /∈ [E1,E] frequently, which would be
a contradiction since Hτ is a group topology. We would begin the construction by choosing first for each r = 1, . . . , n
a homeomorphism fir of Xir that is the identity when Hir = Eir or otherwise interchanges Xir − Eir with Eir , both
non-empty clopen subsets in Xir . Next we could consider the homeomorphism fj in Xj that is again the identity
when Hj = Fj or otherwise is obtained by glueing a homeomorphism of Xj that interchanges Ej − Fj with Fj ,
both clopen in Xj , with the restriction of the identity on Xj − Ej . We would complete the construction by putting
fi equal to the identity of Xi for the remaining values of i and by introducing the function h from X to itself which
associates any point x ∈ X with the point h(x) ∈ X whose i-component is the image by fi of the i-component of x,
i ∈ I . It should be easily seen that h is a homeomorphism. Finally, we could consider in E1 the net {yλ}, λ ∈ Λ∗∗ such
that h(yλ) = xλ. Since fj fixes Xj − Ej , that would yield fλ ◦ h(yλ) /∈ Ej ×∏i 
=j Xi when λ ∈ Λ∗∗, and of course,
h−1 ◦ fλ ◦ h(yλ) /∈ Ej ×∏i 
=j Xi too, when λ ∈ Λ∗∗. Thus, h−1 ◦ fλ ◦ h /∈ [E1,E] frequently, and the result would
be attained. 
We conclude with the following corollaries:
Corollary 3.9. If X is a zero-dimensional space in which any two non-empty clopen subspaces are homeomorphic,
then LH (X) is a complete lattice. The minimum is the clopen–open topology that is induced by the Freudenthal
compactification.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 it is enough to observe that the collection of all non-empty clopen subsets of X is a nice
base. 
Corollary 3.10. If X is a zero-dimensional metrizable space of diversity one, then LH (X) is a complete lattice. The
minimum of LH (X) is the closed–open topology that is induced by the Stone– ˇCech compactification.
Proof. In this case the Stone– ˇCech compactification and the Freudenthal compactification of X coincide. 
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